2005 chrysler town and country transmission solenoid pack

Your transmission shift solenoids mount on the transmission valve body that controls fluid flow
through the various circuits and passages in the transmission. The solenoid plungers are
constantly bathed in fluid from the transmission, and metal salt from the manufacturing process
and normal wear, as well as detritus from the friction materials can collect on the plungers and
cause them to bind in their bores and fail to function properly. Identify these failures by the
symptoms they produce. Your transmission relies upon the positions of multiple solenoids to
control the gear selection. If one or more solenoids are bad, you may lose the use of one or
more gears, and may even be stuck in one particular gear or unable to shift into any gear at all.
Do not confuse a slipping transmission with a solenoid problem. You will hear and feel the
difference when you try to shift. A slipping transmission will actually shift, but then not produce
any power once in gear, whereas a bad solenoid will prevent the shift from occurring in the first
place. Most modern vehicles have some sort of transmission control module that monitors the
transmission through various sensors, such as the shift-position sensor and the transmission
speed sensor. Additionally, the TCM and solenoid wiring are protected by fuses. Any failure in
the fuses, sensors or associated wiring can result in conditions that prevent the solenoids from
working properly. The TCM will detect failures within the systems that it monitors and any
failure, from a bad solenoid to a blown fuse, will trigger a limp-in mode designed to prevent
further damage to the transmission while allowing some limited capacity to travel. Typically, the
limp-in mode will place the transmission into second gear and keep it there. This leads to a
sluggish feeling when initially accelerating from a standing stop, and high engine revolutions
when traveling faster than around 30 mph. This is meant to be used to return home or to a
service center if a failure occurs. Do not continue to use the vehicle before rectifying the
problem that triggered the limp-in mode. Once the TCM detects a problem in the monitored
systems, it sets a diagnostic trouble code that can be retrieved using a scan tool appropriate for
the year and make of the vehicle in question. The trouble codes for transmission control
components begin at P, and the codes specific to the solenoids range from P through P
Additionally, there are speed sensor codes that run from P through at least P Check the DTCs
against the model-specific codes set forth by the manufacturer. His articles appear on
InternetAutoGuide. Limp-In Mode The TCM will detect failures within the systems that it
monitors and any failure, from a bad solenoid to a blown fuse, will trigger a limp-in mode
designed to prevent further damage to the transmission while allowing some limited capacity to
travel. Diagnostic Trouble Codes Once the TCM detects a problem in the monitored systems, it
sets a diagnostic trouble code that can be retrieved using a scan tool appropriate for the year
and make of the vehicle in question. When the Low Reverse Shift Solenoid also known as Shift
Solenoid A , inside the transmission Solenoid Pack, goes bad, you're gonna' see two specific
symptoms, these are:. It stinks that you're having this issue P or Code 41 , but the cool thing is
that it's not that hard to test this yourself and replace the Solenoid Pack if indeed the Low
Reverse Shift Solenoid is bad. The most important tool that you're gonna' need is a multimeter.
Your multimeter can either be a digital multimeter or an analog multimeter. A scan tool really
isn't needed to actually test the Low Reverse Shift Solenoid, but it does come in handy when it
comes to checking for diagnostic trouble codes especially if your Chrysler vehicle is OBD II
equipped and you're not able to manually extract the trouble codes. Another alternative you
may want to explore, is buying the transmission solenoid pack online and saving a few bucks.
Below you'll find two links to the same place so that you can shop and compare and see what
option is best for you! Now, just in case you're not aware, the Low Reverse Shift Solenoid Shift
Solenoid A is part of the transmission coil pack this also means that if your tests indicate it's
bad, you'll need to buy the whole solenoid pack to solve the problem. The transmission coil
pack is bolted to the transmission see the photo at the top of this page. A connector with 8
wires connects to the solenoid pack. This is info you'll need to know to test the solenoid. One
last thing before we move on to the next page and start testing , the solenoid pack will have the
above 8 numbers embossed on it. This will further aid you in identifying the metal male
terminals you'll need to test in the next page. All Tutorials: 3. It fascinates me. I sit and look at it
for hours. This material may not be reproduced without the author's consent. As an Amazon
Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product
links from this website. Your purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic
testing information to help you solve the problem on your vehicle. Page 1 Page 2. Contents of
this tutorial:. Applies To:. Chrysler Vehicles:. Dodge Vehicles:. Plymouth Vehicles:. Do NOT
follow this link or you will be banned from the site! Hate Spam. A scan tool is a handy and a
must have tool to read diagnostic trouble codes and view some of the Live Data parameters it
provides, but you don't need one to test the Under-Drive Shift Solenoid. The most important tool
that you're gonna' need is a multimeter. Your multimeter can either be a digital multimeter or an
analog multimeter. Another alternative you may want to explore, is buying it online and saving a

few bucks. Below you'll find two links to the same place so that you can shop and compare and
see what option is best for you! These pins are the ones that belong to the Solenoid Pack itself
and not its connector. The Transmission Solenoid Pack has a total of 8 circuits pins , and the 2
that we're interested in are pin 4 and pin 5. Pin 4 feeds power to the Under-Drive Shift Solenoid.
Pin 5 feeds the activation signal. These are the two pins that we're gonna' test with the Solenoid
Pack's electrical connector disconnected. One last thing before we move on to the next page
and start testing , the Solenoid Pack will have the above 8 numbers embossed on it. This will
further aid you in identifying the metal male terminals you'll need to test in the next page. All
Tutorials: 3. I got no time for livin' It seems to me I could live my life a lot better than I think I am.
I guess that's why they call me, they call me the workin' man, I gues that's what I am This
material may not be reproduced without the author's consent. As an Amazon Associate, I may
earn a small commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product links from this
website. Your purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic testing
information to help you solve the problem on your vehicle. Page 1 Page 2. Contents of this
tutorial:. Applies To:. Chrysler Vehicles:. Dodge Vehicles:. Plymouth Vehicles:. Do NOT follow
this link or you will be banned from the site! Hate Spam. Skip to main content Menu. Close X.
Call To Order: AT Oil Pan Magnet. Auto Trans Bushing. Auto Trans Case Cover. Auto Trans
Differential Bearing. Auto Trans Differential Race. Auto Trans Manual Shaft Seal. Auto Trans Oil
Cooler Assembly. Auto Trans Oil Cooler Hose. Auto Trans Oil Pump Seal. Auto Trans Output
Shaft Race. Auto Trans Output Shaft Seal. Auto Trans Seal Drive Axle. Auto Trans Shift Shaft
Seal. Auto Trans Shift Solenoid. Auto Trans Solenoid Gasket. Auto Trans Torque Converter.
Auto Trans Transfer Shaft Bearing. Auto Trans Transfer Shaft Race. Auto Transmission Axle
Relay. Automatic Transmission Dipstick. Automatic Transmission Filter. Automatic
Transmission Filter Kit. Automatic Transmission Oil Cooler. Automatic Transmission Pan.
Automatic Transmission Pan Gasket. Automatic Transmission Pump Seal. Automatic
Transmission Seal. Automatic Transmission Solenoid Seal. Automatic Transmission Speed
Sensor. Drive Axle Seal. Input Shaft Seal. Neutral Safety Switch. Torque Converter Seal.
Transmission Case Bearing. Transmission Mount. Transmission Range Sensor. Transmission
Repair Harness. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling
System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools
and Hardware. Pioneer Cables. Standard Motor Products. Shop By Vehicle. Click to Enlarge.
Dorman Automatic Transmission Solenoid. Features: Direct replacement - this automatic
transmission control solenoid is designed to match the fit and function of the original solenoid
on specified vehicles Ideal solution - this solenoid is a reliable replacement for an original part
that is damaged or has failed due to fatigue, excessive heat or electrical current Durable
construction - this solenoid is made from quality components to ensure reliable performance
and a long service life Trustworthy quality - backed by team of product experts in the United
States and more than a century of automotive experience. Mopar Automatic Transmission
Solenoid. Mopar W Automatic Transmission Solenoid. Product List Price:. Pioneer Cables
Automatic Transmission Solenoid. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Catalog: B.
Catalog: P. Catalog: A. Powered by SoldEazy. We have ratings, but no written reviews for this,
yet. Be the first to write a review. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also
viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Contact the seller.
Picture Information. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay
Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information testransparts Contact
seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check
out Check out as guest. Make Offer. Resume making your offer , if the page does not update
immediately. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member.
Shipping help - opens a layer International Shipping - items may be subject to customs
processing depending on the item's customs value. Your country's customs office can offer
more details, or visit eBay's page on international trade. Item location:. Saint Petersburg,
Florida, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other
fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens
in a new window or tab. Estimated between Tue. Estimated delivery dates - opens in a new
window or tab include seller's handling time, origin ZIP Code, destination ZIP Code and time of
acceptance and will depend on shipping service selected and receipt of cleared payment opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Any
international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More -

opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges
are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab. Sponsored items from this seller. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in
a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility
of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
Search within store. Categories eBay Motors. Condition is Remanufactured. Shipping and
handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping options.
Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping method to your
location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to:
Worldwide. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the
Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new
window or tab. There are 2 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 2. Select
a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes
may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. Payment details. Payment methods.
Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation.
Standard International Shipping. Worried about potential repair costs? An extended warranty
can provide peace of mind. See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see vehicles with no
repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. All years. See most expensive repairs Worried
about potential repair costs? Chart based on repair trips. The repair cost chart excludes repairs
made under warranty, do-it-yourself repairs, and repair trips that include maintenance. Needed
to order parts. Had new torque converter. Clutch plates burned out. Other non-stable rpm
notices at other speeds, but not as major. The check engine light came after experiencing the
problem for a few months. Dealer diagnosed as bad torque converter and valve body. Replaced
both parts and transmission fluid. Transmission fluid part AC. Sealer part AD. The repair made
the vehicle shift smooth again. Not repairing would have led to transmission failure per the
service advisor. TSB reprogrammed transmission. Would occasionally clunk between shifts. It
was an ex-rental, never again. Plus scheduled maitenenace. The transmission computer was
reset which did not help. Symptoms were back after repair but dealer again saying nothing
wrong. Dealership has no fix. I expect a software update will be issued in the future. For now, I
won't use the Econ feature due to concerns with trans wear and tear. This is the second time in
less than a year this has occurred. Full transmission replaced last July along with Flex Plate.
The tech said 9 codes were thrown. I had the transmission replaced with a remanufactured unit.
Chrysler is having to redo a computer program for my car. Transmission oil is not going thru
the transmission properly. Have had this problem 6 mo. It feels like you hit a huge pothole or
someone slammed on the brakes. Started suddenly. Replacement by dealer and flushed system.
Runs smoother now. Two dealers said they all do it. I paid to have the trans oil and filter
replaced even though the tech said the fluid was clean. I drove on a mile trip, trans worse and
leaked. Left axial seal leaking. Tech found while checking shudder in trans. Had 3 days and still
leaked when I got it home. Other dealer found oil was too high and flowing from overflow port.
Seal was not bad. A lemon. Analyzing tool used to check external wiring. Took van to a
tranmission shop for rebuild. Found 3rd gear and 4th gear fricions blackened, no other wear
reported. Shifted great after rebuild but same codes remained. Dealer reported that chips were
found coming from compounder area, recomended new compounder. Per dealer claim of chips
in trans I took van back to the same trans shop who had rebuilt this trans. Pulled off Diff.
Replaced TRS transmission range sensor problem fixed. Dealer noticed that 2 months left on
mnth powertrain warranty, though car bought used. Excellent shifting after service! The
transmission failed only a quarter mile from the dealer just after a cracked starter ring gear was
replaced. I was able to nurse the car about ft where I was then able to coast downhill to the
dealer. Transmission lines had to be replaced. Correctable by stopping, shutting vehicle off
then restarting. Repair shop experienced problem 1x but could not determine cause. Replaced
cooler line set; refilled ATF. It went into limp mode and I had it towed to a quality shop for
repair. Had to have the vehicle towed for repair. Shook all over. Had to have it towed to dealer.
Replaced transmission. Recorded sound on cell phone and took to dealer for repair. Problem
was broken part which caused transmission fluid to be low. They ordered parts but car had to
sit at dealer. This time, a driver's CV joint has failed. It made really bad vibrations, and probably
was responsible for ruining the wheel bearing. The axle and shaft was covered by the lifetime
powertrain warr. Bearing wasn't. Replaced torque converter, all seals, some internal pistons and

other parts. It is being replaced under warranty. Transmission leaking fluid 2, miles. Add Mopar
fluid as recommended by dealer. At 2, miles, service dept replaces transmission pump and seal
and performs 23 point maintenance. They told me someone was wrong with the pins? No
leaking trans fluid. Engine light appeared on dash display. Repair for free and within two hours!
Unsuccessful repair. Have had in at least three times and no one knew what to do. Just had
replaced 30, miles ago- it is "shuddering" and will need to be replaced again- I think I'll take the
car to the junk YARD! Hubby got off the freeway and it smelled of tranny fluid, clunked and
would not get out of gear. He stopped and fluid all over. Donating car. They had to order the
part. This was the original transmission and had , miles on it. Replaced and now vehicle shifts
gears. Two problems came up, the EGR valve failed and also the transaxle something or other. I
took it to our mechanic who checked the codes again. Car stopped to accelerate in a highway
trip. Engine could be at high rpm but car at 15 mph when left to cool down, and once warm,
would just not move. Replaced transmission with rebuilt unit containing new sensors, etc.
Replaced transmission cooler and transmission cooler lines. Numerous valvebody valves and
all accumulator pistons replaced with Sonnax parts in attempt to cure the behaviors. Previous
transmission from a mom and pop local rebuilder had about 65, miles and had annoying
behavior and the TCC had worn out. Took to Aamco and they cleared a non transmission
related code, reset trans control module, and problem fixed. No charge, found during free
inspection. Fixing the leak will require a second trip to the mechanic. Entire right driveshaft
assembly replaced. Car could not be driven above 40mph. Torque converter had come apart
into transmission. Replaced torque converter and rebuilt transmission. Decided to junk the car.
New rebuild installed 2nd time. Transmission shop warrantied their work. Had to replace the
radiator. The radiator could have been repaired if I had seen it sooner. Covered under CarMax
warranty. Bench testing revealed faulty switch in trans. Valve body replaced. Transmission had
to be rebuilt. Replaced sensor unit. Check engine light comes on constantly. Also Tranny was
leaking fluid very slowly. I had to top off about 1 quart a month for the last 2 months. Shop
repaired under warranty. Both rear drive axles had torn boots. U-joints were not servicable and
aftermarket does not support a replacement part. I had to wait almost six months for the part to
arrive. Noise from front UJ. Tried to fit in a part from a wreckers yard but same issue of bad UJ.
Had to replace with rebuilt. Transmission leak. Car stopped silently while driving. Traded in for
Odyssey. Repair involved replacement halfshafts with new inner and outer CV joints.
Uneconomical to repair. Noticed leak in that area also. Replaced filter and hoses, drained and
refilled with fluid. Transmission does not slip at all. Replaced tires, align front end, replace drive
axle. No other major parts were replaced, transmission works fine again. Car junked and
donated to charity. Changed fluid,did not help. Transmission self destructed at k miles. Hauled
the old beast off to the scrap yard to be crushed. Mechanic found one of drive axle worn which
caused vibration during around mph. Ordered rebuilt axle and replaced. Recommended
replacement before any problems with transmission operations will occur. Planet broke, leaving
the vehicle with only 1st gear. No higher gears and no reverse. This is the third transmission
failure for this vehicle and will not be repaired. Vehicle will be sold or sent to salvage yard. See
TrueDelta's information for all Minivans. See TrueDelta's information for all Chrysler models.
Complete transmission failure entire transmission was replaced along with cooler lines and
housing and transmission cooler. Noise from front end during highway travel, dealer traced to
bad seal. They replace it with a rebuilt one. Complete transmission rebuild. When accelerating
lightly around 40mph rpm the engine would surge to rpm, then drop back to and repeat.
Intermittent rough shifting 1st to 2nd - especially going downhill. Transmission made gear
whine noise upon acceleration. Chronic issue with transmission - car stopped driving, stopped
in parking lot. Repaired [transmission] leak and reprogrammed computer with better throttle
response. Transmission fluid change due to vibration in reverse. Hard and unreliable shifting.
On occasion there was a loud thump when shifting from reverse to drive. When in Econ mode,
transmission shifts very harshly. Haven't noticed any difference in performance. Loud ticking
sound like from the engine that was very loud when AC is on. The transmission started shifting
erratically and slipping entirely out of gear while driving. Transmission slipping and giving a
"clunking" noise when put in drive from park or reverse. When first starting and heading on our
long downhill driveway it lurches once very hard, like the transmission seizes up. Transmission
whined in 3rd and 4th gears. Tech found transmission lines leaking. Van shudders in reverse
backing up hill or in gravel. The transmission had a reflash and update on last visit, this time the
tranny is still slipping they duplicated the problem but as of yet it's not fixed with my luck when
my warranty is ended then they will find it and fix it. Transmission still shifting poorly the dealer
failed to find problem. The transmission problem was detected and yet another pcm update to
the software was done, however as always the problem is still here and transmission still
slipping, it's like Chrysler don't want to fix it till the warranty expires. The Transmission needed

to be flushed and the mechanic found that the Transmission cooling lines were leaking and
needed to be replaced. Per dealer troubleshooting, took van to transmission shop for full
transmission rebuild, new solenoid pack. Took back to dealer after transmission rebuild for
further troubleshooting. Transmission seemed clunky; slow to shift at lower speeds.
Transmission rebuild. Leaking transmission fluid and transmission was banging. Driver's front
axle was repaired under lifetime powertrain warranty at no cost. The engine ran fine until put
into gear, regardless from Park or Neutral. Vehicle has developed an intermittent shifting
problem. I found out that what I thought was loud front tires was actually my transmission
failing. The transmission shifter became very stiff to shift in to gear as well as when using the
autostick. Failed CV shaft replaced. Transmission broke while driving home from work. Car
would not go into gear. Transmission made strange noises on initial cold weather starts.
Solenoid Pack failed causing the van to not shift past second or third gear. More problems with
van. Major transmission repair. Replaced the vehicle speed sensor. CV half shafts replaced Oil
change Sway bar links replaced Alignment done. Rear wheel bearings worn. Parts backordered
at least 2 weeks because of number of repairs. Transmission was leaking, and bucking. January
Transmission stuck in 2nd gear. Replaced transmission cable, which had slipped off previously
and was reattached. Rebuilt transmission, added a shifter kit for more posative shifting and
replaced torque converter. Finally got repair mgr to hear noise diagnosed as all wheel drive oil
too thin so metal on metal during turns. While servicing my van the repair tech noted a problem
with a relay on the transmission. Transmission needed replacing. Control Valve not allowing
transmission to shift. The check engine light came on so I took the van to Auto Zone to have
them check it with their computer. Still being checked by the dealer, no solution found yet. My
son, a mechanic at the dealer, did replace both front axels and their universals to eliminate a
bothersome clicking I was getting especially in reverse Transmission failure - system would go
into 'limp home' mode continuously. Leak I noticed wasn't near the apparent leak source.
Severe torque converter clutch TCC shudder at light throttle mph. Transmission cooler was
leaking. Torque converter clutch TCC was shuddering, some occasional uneven shifts in
remainder of transmission. Transmission and torque converter replaced with Jasper
remanufactured parts. Transmission leaked heavily for many months and the completely went
out. Total transmission rebuild following problems with improper shifting that had been
happening for months. Transmission began downshifting hard out of overdrive at about 30
mph. Wheel side cover on transmission rusted out and started leaking trans fluid. Transmission
fluid leak; shop attempted to fix it by replacing one part, but a second part had to be replaced to
fully fix the issue. Right front CV joint and axle broke. Engine would also Rev slightly higher
lower while freeway driving. Output speed sensor failed â€” testing showed that there is a bad
sensor ground. Fault code P and P Problem 2: Transmission locked up. Transmission got in
limp mode due dealer fault to tighten screws correctly on torque after filter changed in
Louisiana, resulting extra cost in FL where the dealer wanted to condemn my tranny because
couldn't get the code to see what was wrong. Transmission failure, tried to rebuild, failed after
50 miles. Transmission cooler broke loose and wore a hole in the radiator until it leaked all the
coolant out. Thrust washer fragmented and damaged numerous internal trans. Electronic
control of transmission malfunctioned. Had transmission replaced. Indicating a problem with
transmission. Transmission shredded its ring gear also causing damage to rest of gear train.
Center drive shaft had torn boot. Drive axles replaced, boot replaced on center drive shaft. Rear
drive shaft had to be replaced with a dealer only part. Problem with the propshaft connecting
the front to the rear axle. Failing inner CV joints. Broken planetary gearset in original
transmission at , miles. Car was replaced. Transmission pump slipping on start up. Found leak
was transmission in-line filter and rubber hoses. Replaced frt tires due to alignment problem,
also discovered cv boot on drive axle Lt front damaged. Flex plate part between the engine and
the torque converter was damaged, causing the crank shaft sensor sensing wrong signals
which led to engine computer malfunctions. Vibration noted while mechanic took vehicle for a
road test after front end alignment Mechanic noticed fluid coming out of solenoid pack.
Transmission failed. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers
who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question.
Please enter a question. Skip to main content. FREE delivery: March 1 - 4. Only 19 left in stock order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to
protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information
during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan
starts on the date of purchase. Product breakdowns and malfunctions are covered after
manufacturer's warranty. No additional costs for repairs - parts, labor, and shipping are all
included. Cancel anytime, full refund in the first 30 days. Allstate Protection Plans serviced by
SquareTrade, an Allstate company are only valid for new or Amazon certified refurbished

products purchased at Amazon in the last 30 days. Add No Thanks. Coverage for mechanical
breakdowns begins after the manufacturer's warranty expires. Fully transferable if bought as a
gift. Not valid on auto parts purchased for commercial use. Visit assurantclaims. To cancel, visit
"Your Orders" on Amazon. Brand: Mopar. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all
three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers.
Show details. Ships from and sold by AutoMaxx. Ships from and sold by MyAutoPartsDirect.
Sold by Tool Deals and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. FREE Shipping. Customers who viewed
this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. What other
items do customers buy after viewing this item? Register a free business account. Have a
question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later.
Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Featured
items you may like. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent
Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right
now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Perfect fit for our dodge journey. I just install this
on my Dodge Grand Caravan v6 miles and works perfect I was having problems whit my
transmission but this fix all. Fit perfectly in my dodge journey. Saved me a ton of money!
Exactly what I needed, perfect fit! Great purchase. See all reviews. There's a problem loading
this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime.
Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers,
or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. Shift solenoid failure causes leaks, sluggish shifts, shudder
or a complete inability to shift, as it is common for them to clog and stop operating. This is most
often indicated by P and P codes, but it has been found that sluggish transmissions without a
code can still require solenoid replacement. Skip to main content. Buy new:. Ships from:
Amazon. Sold by: Amazon. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused
condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to
your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb
27 Order within 9 hrs and 32 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your
transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security
system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. To
hide it, choose Ship in Amazon Packaging at Checkout. Ships from. Sold by. Include Add a
Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the date of purchase. Product breakdowns and malfunctions are
covered after manufacturer's warranty. No additional costs for repairs - parts, labor, and
shipping are all included. Cancel anytime, full refund in the first 30 days. Allstate Protection
Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an Allstate company are only valid for new or Amazon certified
refurbished products purchased at Amazon in the last 30 days. Add No Thanks. Add a gift
receipt for easy returns. Save with Used - Like New. Sold by: Amazon Warehouse. Item will
come in original packaging. Packaging will be damaged. See more. Fastest delivery: Friday, Feb
26 Order within 9 hrs and 32 mins Details. Only 3 left in stock - order soon. Sold by Amazon
Warehouse and Fulfilled by Amazon. Brand: ATP Automotive. This fits your. Frequently bought
together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. Ships from and sold by Amazon. FREE
Shipping. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1.
Previous page. Mopar AA Transmission Solenoid. Next page. Customers who bought this item
also bought. Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question?
There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product
information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Product guides and
documents Warranty [PDF ]. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings
calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer
images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the
United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified
Purchase. This is a nice quality product. The box says "Borg Warner" which I wasn't expecting

at this price. Installation is not as difficult as I expected. Be sure to clean the area thoroughly
before removing the part, to prevent any contaminants from falling into the open transmission
orifice. I also replaced the input and output speed sensors. Removing the input speed sensor
makes it much easier to get to the 3rd bolt that holds in the transmission control solenoid with a
ratchet and 6" extension. Regardless of whether you replace the speed sensors, you should at
least remove and clean them, as they are magnetic and attract fine metallic particulate as it
circulates through the transmission, which could eventually lead to a malfunction. The wiring to
the many sensors that are disconnected during installation of this part is very fine and can be
brittle, so be very careful not to pull on any of it to avoid damage. My input sensor wiring
became damaged during this procedure, and had to be spliced back together. Once you remove
the 3 bolts that hold down the solenoid, it will take some persuading to get it to break free. I
found that prying with a screwdriver from underneath the car on the front of the solenoid toward
the passenger's side of the car worked best to break the solenoid free. Scrape away any
remaining gasket using a plastic razor blade or similar tool to avoid damaging the aluminium
gasket sealing surface, be careful not to allow anything to fall into the holes. Once you line up
the new solenoid, bolt it down incrementally so that there is even pressure on the gasket
surface, tighten to a final torque of For more information, check YouTube for several good
installation tutorials. Seemed to fix THE problem, but it only lasted 14 months before p came
back. I wrote a scathing review because I only got 14 months out of this product. This time I
installed Mopar solenoid pack Is it the computer? Internal transmission problem? I checked
everything. Where the harness travels down and around the radiator cooling fans, I found a very
small rub-through of a white wire that I traced to the solenoid control pin on the TCM. Cost less
than a dollar to fix! I fixed both motor mounts thinking they were unrelated, but perhaps they are
not. Right after the area where I found the problem, the wiring harness splits, with one leg of it
connected to a hanger on the air filter box. The air filter box moves with the engine. If a motor
mount is broken, the air filter box moves more than normal, moving the wires more than normal,
and caused a rub through of this particular wire in my case. It could have been any of the other
3 solenoid control wires or another wire that shares this harness. Even though replacing the
solenoid pack often cures solenoid control errors, sometimes the problem is elsewhere. Looked
new. Used on dodge stratus sedan dohc Vin X but this is valid for any A or 41te. Item came in
excellent condition. Branded borg Warner in sealed atp box. Assume it's a remanned unit but
who cares. Slight tear in the gasket but used a very very thin layer of black rtv in that one spot.
No leaks. Changed transmission fluid and filter. Now I have a bump in downshift. Its beginning
to get better as it learns but that's common in fluid change on these. Wasn't an issue with the
part as it appeared after fluid change but was fine prior. Might need quick learn procedure. Your
results may vary. UPDATE: I did end up having to take it in to a transmission shop to have them
do a quick learn procedure with the computer. Fixed the bump shift instantly. You can guess
which shop i chose. One person found this helpful. Installed fairly easily, not a joy, but I do
most of my own repairs so I've tackled much worse. And it worked like a charm. My old Dodge
Grand Caravan Sport had been going into "Limp Mode" each time it started up and wouldn't
shift past 2nd gear. After online research, I first replaced the input and output speed sensors
located right next to this. Again, they were easy to do and inexpensive, but they didn't solve it.
The solenoid was next in line for options. Took maybe 45 min to an hour to do the job. Price was
MUCH better here than the national store chains. And of course a great deal better than a tranny
rebuild which shops often try to convince you is necessary sometimes it is, sometimes its just
simple stuff. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Translate all reviews to English.
Work perfectly for Dodge Caravan 3. Not too difficult DIY. Heavy part may damage gasket in the
same box. I have returned once after first deliver. Report abuse. Fixed the transmission leak.
The car also shifts much better. Report abuse Translate review to English. Received this in 4
days and is the proper branded part not a nock-off. Very happy with this purchase. Pages with
related products. See and discover other items: chrysler town country , dodge caravan ,
transmission solenoids , chrysler parts , dodge caravan parts , dodge journey p
95 ford aerostar
2018 highlander owners manual
suzuki gs1100 e
arts. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free
delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English
Choose a language for shopping. Auto Parts Direct To You. Currently, item can be shipped only
within the U. This item is not eligible for international shipping. Learn More. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon

Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

